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	Did you like Math or Science in school? Have you played games that stimulated your thought processes for Math and Science? Trying to be creative in your Math, Science or leadership class? Can leadership be taught? Is leadership an Art or a Science or Math? Seeking to impact your training program with creative games? A primer for leadership development, this book introduces Math and Science games with a review process component that can be used for leadership instruction. The book highlights key leadership principles which show that leaders must: Ask questions; Be disciplined; Create and see things differently; Develop resources; Engage in active listening; Make priorities; Multiply leaders; Problem solve; Set an example; Sacrifice; Search and explore; Strategize; Support diversity; Work in teams and collaborate.
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Computational Music AnalysisSpringer, 2015

	This book provides an in-depth introduction and overview of current research in computational music analysis. Its seventeen chapters, written by leading researchers, collectively represent the diversity as well as the technical and philosophical sophistication of the work being done today in this intensely interdisciplinary field. A broad...
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Active Directory BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Master the power of Active Directory™ Whether you're a networking newcomer or a veteran administrator, working with Windows® 2000 Server requires a thorough knowledge of Active Directory. This complete guide delivers all the information you need. Logically organized and packed with real-world examples, it shows you...
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Inside SQLiteO'Reilly, 2007
SQLite is a small, zero-configuration, custom-tailored, embeddable, threadsafe, easily maintainable, transactionoriented, SQL-based, relational database management system. There is no separate install or setup procedure to initialize SQLite before using it. There is no configuration file. 

SQLite is open source, and...
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Kindle Fire HDX For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Spark your interest in Kindle Fire HDX and start burning through books, movies, music, and more with this bestselling guide!


	The Kindle Fire HDX is Amazon's premiere tablet. With its new, more powerful Android operating system, this latest version has some exciting bells and whistles along with the features that have...
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Democratic and Authoritarian Political Systems in Twenty-First-Century World Society, vol. 1: Differentiation, Inclusion, Responsiveness (Global Studies & Theory of Society)transcript publishing, 2020

	What seemed unthinkable after the end of the Cold War and the triumph of liberalism has become reality today: the democratic world society of the 21st century is threatened by illiberal and autocratic political models. The state is no longer an instrument of a dominating stratum trying to control society. It must include individuals, produce...
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Python Web Penetration Testing CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 60 indispensable Python recipes to ensure you always have the right code on hand for web application testing


	About This Book

	
		Get useful guidance on writing Python scripts and using libraries to put websites and web apps through their paces
	
		Find the script you need to deal with any...
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